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BY ERICA HIROKO ISOMURA

Worthy of Being Called 
Whole: On the “Asian 

Canadian” Literary Landscape

As I write this article, it’s the month of May, and Asian Heritage Month 
has begun. On the West Coast, the petals of cherry blossom trees have 
fallen to the ground, their branches blanketed with fresh green growth.

n the middle of the night, I find myself switching on 
the light and reaching towards the stack of books on my 
bedside table—at the moment, this includes Michael 
Prior’s poetry collection Burning Province and Grace Eiko 
Thomson’s memoir, Chiru Sakura: A Mother & Daughter’s 
Journey Through Racism, Internment and Oppression. 

 I feel deeply moved by both of these works, speaking across 
generations to the legacies of Japanese Canadian internment. Prior 
writes from a perspective adjacent to my own, a 30-year-old mixed 
Yonsei millennial who is descended from internees. Meanwhile, 
Thomson shares a first-hand account of her childhood in Paueru-
gai, a pre-war Japanese Canadian neighbourhood in Vancouver’s 
Downtown Eastside. It was here on Powell Street where my 
Japanese great-grandparents first made a home in Canada; here, 
where my grandfather was birthed into this world. My jiichan 
passed away before I could hear his life stories. In this way, I am 

grateful for Asian Canadian storytellers — they are one of the 
reasons why I write. And it is here, in the presence of their voices, 
where I first came to believe I might write and publish a book. 

*  *  *

Before I became a writer, I was a reader. I know that’s common 
for most writers, but it wasn’t until my early-to-mid-twenties 
when I discovered my literary kin, so to speak. At this time, I 
realized how few books I’d read that reflected stories written by 
people who looked like me or who had experienced a hybridized 
cultural upbringing, were possibly queer, and navigated society in 
a liminal manner. Between 2014 to 2015, I attempted to access as 
many works by Asian Canadian that were available to me.  I read 
early and formative writings and books by SKY Lee, Larissa Lai, 
Wayson Choy, Mona Oikawa, Jen Sookfong Lee, Fred Wah, Hiromi 
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Goto, Rita Wong, and Roy Miki, among others.  One of the most 
impactful contemporary books I recall reading at that time was  
She of the Mountains by Vivek Shraya, a re-imagining of Hindu 
mythology through an exploration of bodies and bisexuality.
 While representation matters in our literary landscape, there 
is something mildly unnerving about discussing reading lists and 
book recommendations at a time when racial injustice manifests 
as an explicitly violent affair. The inequitable global distribution 
of COVID-19 vaccines. Attacks on Asians across North America. 
Airstrikes on Palestinians in Gaza. The death toll rises in India. 
This is the news I wake up to during Asian Heritage Month. This is 
only a sampling of issues that often extend beyond the limits, and 
possibilities, of a page. “Metaphors about death are for poets who think 
ghosts care about sound,” writes poet Noor Hindi  in “Fuck Your 
Lecture on Craft, My People Are Dying.” As an artist of colour, how 
can I be expected to  address issues of literature and publishing in a 
silo? The lasting change we need in our world still remains absent. 
 In the days following the Atlanta spa shootings in March 2021, 
where six Asian women were fatally killed in a simultaneous 
racist, misogynistic, and whorephobic crime, novelist Lisa Ko 
tweeted, “As a writer and reader of books, I am sorry to say that 
white supremacy is not going to be dismantled through diverse 
reading lists.” Ko continued, “I love books! Thank you for reading 
mine! But it honestly pains me to see such power placed onto this 
individualized/sacrosanct act of ‘reading for empathy’ (if only it was 
so simple), when a novel can often be...a thing you like to read to 
pass the time.” 
 Ko’s tweets resonate with me, though I believe this is a yes, 
and... issue. 
 At a recent online book launch, author Hiromi Goto addressed 
the role that protagonists from underrepresented communities 
(as written by underrepresented writers) can fill for readers 
who may not have met people from said backgrounds before. 
This is illustrated in critically acclaimed slice-of-life film Minari 
when 7-year-old David Yi turns to his Korean grandmother with 
bewilderment. She has recently landed in Arkansas and the two of 
them have recently met for the first time. 
 “Grandma, you’re not a real grandma. They bake cookies!” He 
insists, “They don’t swear! They don’t wear men’s underwear!” 

 David’s grandmother laughs, then proceeds to teach him how 
to gamble. 
 In a similar manner, 76-year-old Kumiko, the protagonist in 
Goto’s latest graphic novel, Shadow Life, offers another alternative 
to mainstream stereotypes of a docile Asian elder. Kumiko defies 
her daughter’s wishes, runs away from a senior’s care facility, and 
chooses to live life on her own terms. While I am well acquainted 
with stereotypes regarding the “passive nature” of both Asian 
women and elders, I became fully aware of how far from the truth 
these portrayals actually were after reading Shadow Life. Kumiko’s 
character is surprisingly familiar to me. Many of us, especially 
those who have been raised by Asian women, know they are not 
weak in the slightest. In my family, my dad is most certain that his 
mother-in-law, my 92-year-old poh poh (and our matriarch), will 
outlive us all. Amidst the surge of violence against Asian elders in 
our current times, it is encouraging to grasp onto these stories full 
of life and humour, bearing witness to and recalling one another’s 
complexities. 

*  *  *

In a recent letter to a pen pal, I wrote that I don’t want to become a 
“trauma writer.” My pen pal — who happens to be  Asian Canadian 
and an author — wrote back, “I really feel that!!,” and it was nice to 
know I am not alone in these sentiments, in my fears of what is 
permissible of me to write on the page. 
 As a reader and writer, I simultaneously want: 
 a) to read satisfying stories, 
 b) to write and publish a book one day; and
 c) to witness justice in the world; to witness care. 
 I do not need to read any more negligent (or frankly, lazy) 
character stereotypes. I do not need to hear any more stories about 
racism or appropriation in the industry. I do not want to find out 
that a non-Asian publisher said a manuscript was unpublishable 
because it was considered too Asian, or not Asian enough. I want 
to see Asian Canadian writers being featured on literary panels, 
year-round, not just during Asian Heritage Month or after a series 
of hate crimes. Can I be so bold to say that I want to see two Asian 
Canadian writers slated at the same non-Asian Heritage Month 
reading event? (I may be asking for a lot here — I realize there are 
a lot of underrepresented groups and Asians are most definitely not 
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the only ones.) I want Asian Canadian writers to have the chance 
to work with Asian Canadian book editors. I want to be able to read 
books by Asian Canadians that have nothing to do with their pain 
or inherited trauma. Is any of this too much to ask from the literary 
universe? 

*  *  *

Stacked among a pile of library books, Mary Ruefle’s collected 
lectures, Honey, Rack and Madness, sits on my coffee table. In 
“Someone Reading a Book is a Sign of Order in the World,” Ruefle 
writes, “I want everything to be okay. That’s why I read when I was 
a lonely kid and that’s why I read now that I am a scared adult. 
[...] Still, I believe the planet on the table, even when wounded 
and imperfect, fragmented and deprived, is worthy of being called 
whole. Our minds and the universe — what else is there?”  
 When it comes down to it, this is what I ultimately want for our 
Canadian literary landscape, too. Whether nestled with a book in 
quiet solitude or in all of the industry’s star-studded glory, I want 
our literary universe to be entirely worthy of being called whole, even 
when wounded and imperfect, fragmented, and deprived. 
 And yet, how do we get there? How do we create the lasting 
change we want to see? While a diverse reading list may not 
dismantle white supremacy, Asian Canadian writers have shown 
me what worlds are possible to step into, the effect of a voice. 
Merely by existing, Asian Canadian writers are effecting larger 
change — pushing the needle to reclaim and reframe narratives 
surrounding mental health, trans liberation, transpacific adoption, 
global migration, capitalism, media culture, and community care, 
just to name a few topics of significance. 
 I believe this breadth of writings can offer dialogue and 
strategies — to be paired with necessary actions—towards 
envisioning a better world for all of us; shedding skin on outdated 
ways of being and believing in the world, literary or otherwise. 
I can’t help but feel hopeful and excited for the future of Asian 
Canadian voices in literature and publishing. I can’t help but look 
forward to having my book added to someone else’s reading stack 
one day, may it be worthy. 

TSUNDOKU
A glimpse at “Asian Canadian” titles on my current reading 
list, in my unruly pile of unread books or shopping cart, and 
on hold or requested at my local public library.  

Borderlands by Marc Perez (Anstruther Press, 2020) 
Love Speech by Xiaoxuan / Sherry Huang (Metatron Press, 
2019) 
Cyclopedia Exotica by Aminder Dhaliwal (Drawn and 
Quarterly, 2021) 
One and Half of You by Leanne Dunic (Talon Books, 2021)
Our Little Kitchen by Jillian Tamaki (House of Anansi Press, 
2020)
Border and Rule: Global Migration, Capitalism, and the Rise of 
Racist Nationalism by Harsha Walia (Haymarket Books, 2021)
The Subtweet by Vivek Shraya (ECW Press, 2020) 
Iron Goddess of Mercy by Larissa Lai (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2021)
Beyond Survival: Strategies and Stories from the Transformative 
Justice Movement, co-edited by Leah Lakshimi Piepzna-
Samarasinha and Ejeris Dixon (AK Press, 2020)

Please note: These titles are books I’ve yet to read (but am 
looking forward to!), drawn from my personal reading list, 
and not to be designated a “diverse” reading list for the 
purposes of ending systemic racism. Thank you to Carolyn 
Nakagawa for sharing the term “tsundoku” with me. 

Erica Hiroko Isomura is a writer who lives on unceded xməθkʷəy̓əm, 
Sḵwx̱wú7mesh, səlilwətaɬ, and qiqéyt territories in New Westminster, BC. 
Selected by Room Magazine for their 2021 Emerging Writer Award 
and past winner of Briarpatch Magazine’s Writing In The Margins 
contest for creative non-fiction, her work appears in Canadian literary 
publications such as Room, carte blanche, Poetry is Dead, and 
emerge 18 anthology. She is currently working on a collection of essays 
and poetry. 
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